Case Report

RETINITIS PIGMENTOSA ASSOCIATED WITH IDIOPATHIC PANUVEITIS: TWO CASES REPORTS
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Abstract
We report two cases of retinitis pigmentosa (RP) associated with Panuveitis in descriptive small case series. One case is RP associated with idiopathic panuveitis and the other one is RP with multifocal choroiditis and panuveitis (MCP). These are rare entities and it is very unusual for them to coexist in a patient. The first case treated with pulsed intravenous Methotrexate (MTX) 50 mg every week then stopped when inflammation was quiet with no evidence of vasculitis or papillitis on fluorescein angiogram. The second case was treated successfully with cellcept 2.5 grams daily along with vitamin A palmitate 15,000 IU daily. Conclusion: In patients with refractory panuveitis presenting with progressive decline in vision and visual field constriction, masquerade syndromes such as retinitis pigmentosa, must be excluded.
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1. Introduction
Retinitis pigmentosa is an inherited autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, or x-linked recessive disease. Its prevalence is approximately 1 in 4000 people in the United States; however, 10-15% of patients may not be aware of symptoms until central vision is affected. At early stages, fundus examination reveals granularity or tiny focal depigmented spots in the midperiphery or far periphery. Accidentally, abnormal fundus pigmentation can be discovered in routine examination. Anterior segment, vitreous and macula also show abnormalities in patients with RP. Posterior subcapsular opacity is common. Vitreous changes include dust like reflective particles, cells and posterior vitreous detachment [1]. Relevant workup for RP includes visual acuity testing, dark adaptometry, visual fields and electroretinogram (ERG), the later one being the gold standard for evaluating these patients. The ERG typically shows a loss or marked reduction of both rod and cone signals. Patients characteristically have delayed rod or cone b-wave implicit time or both.
Amplitude of both the a- and b- waves is reduced, since the photoreceptors are primarily involved [2]. The progression of disease symptoms occurs in a symmetrical manner, with both the left and right eyes experiencing symptoms at a similar rate [3]. Though genetic disorders in photoreceptors and retinal pigment epithelium have the main role as primary cause of RP, recent studies have emphasized the role of inflammatory process as one of the possible factor in pathogenesis of RP [4]. Uveitis associated with RP is uncommon, but not rare. Uveitis in retinitis pigmentosa patients has been reported in many reports by various authors [5,6]. In this article, we describe two patients with retinitis pigmentosa and panuveitis.

2. Studied Cases

2.1. Case 1

A 30-year-old man with a history of night blindness and decreased vision in both eyes with previous diagnosis of recalcitrant idiopathic panuveitis, retinal vasculitis, papillitis, and macular edema was referred for evaluation at Massachusetts Eye Research and Surgery Institution (MERSI). Past medical history was significant for optic neuritis years earlier. He had a history of vitrectomy in his left eye and the laboratory analysis of vitreous biopsy was unremarkable. Past treatment history included methotrexate (MTX), chlorambucil, mycophenolate mofetil, cyclophosphamide, and cyclosporine. On examination, the patient had best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of 20/50 in the right eye and 20/60 in the left eye. The anterior segment examination showed Fuchs endothelial corneal dystrophy with anterior chamber (AC) +2 cells and flare in both eyes. There was mild posterior subcapsular cataract in both eyes. The posterior segment examination revealed vitreous +2 cells, perivascular retinal pigment epithelial changes and papilledema in both eyes with splinter hemorrhage in the left eye, fig. (1).

![Figure (1) Color photo revealed mild perivascular retinal pigment epithelium changes in both eyes, with disc pallor and attenuated vessels.](image)

Treatment with pulsed intravenous MTX 50 mg every week was started. His BCVA improved to 20/40 in the right eye and 20/50 in the left eye. The inflammation improved with +1 AC cells in the right eye and trace cells in the left eye. MTX infusion was stopped when inflammation was quiet with no evidence of vasculitis or papillitis on fluoresce in angiogram. Later the patient underwent cataract extraction and posterior chamber intraocular lens implantation in the right eye followed by the left eye. Postoperatively his BCVA was 20/30 in the right eye.
eye and 20/40 in the left eye. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) showed macular edema in the right eye with central retinal thickness (CRT) of 379 µm; while it showed macular atrophy in left eye with CRT (170 µm), which was thought to be a consequence of progressive dystrophic changes in the retina. The patient continued to have night blindness. A reevaluation of history revealed father with RP who is now deceased. ERG was performed at National Institute of Health (NIH) which disclosed marked decrease in the amplitude of both eyes (Right eye: 4.792 millivolts, Left eye: 3.551 millivolts) and delayed implicit time in both eyes (41.5 milliseconds) and was diagnosed as a case of RP.

2.2. Case 2

A 74-year-old female presented to MERSI with decreased vision in the left eye. The history dates back to 1970s, when she began to lose her vision in the right eye along with photopsia and photophobia. She consulted many doctors and, ultimately was diagnosed of having atypical RP by Dr. Elliot L. Berson. Many years later she developed multifocal choroiditis and panuveitis (MCP) in the left eye and was treated successfully with cellcept 2.5 grams daily along with vitamin A palmitate 15,000 IU daily. Our examination revealed no light perception in the right eye and a BCVA of 20/30 in the left eye with intraocular pressure of 18 mm Hg in both eyes and sensory exotropia in the right eye. Anterior segment exam in the right eye showed a fixed dilated non reacting pupil with a mature cataract. The left eye was pseudophakic. The fundus examination of left eye disclosed vitreous 1+ cells, attenuated vessels, granular macula, normal optic disc and a diffuse atrophy in the periphery with punched out lesions in the midperiphery, fig. (2). The fundus in the right eye could not be viewed due to mature cataract.

The left eye had constricted visual field, fig. (3); and the ERG showed marked decrease in the amplitude (1.05 microvolt) and delayed implicit time of 39 milliseconds, fig. (4). OCT left eye showed macular edema with CRT of 246 µm. Our impression was that the patient had MCP along with atypical RP with slight progression of left eye on serial visual fields and ERGs. However due to the presence of the vitreous cells she was continued on Mycophenolate mofetil and Bromfenac 0.09% eye drops left eye along with vitamin A palmitate. Repeated Goldmann fields and ERG every year to monitor progress was recommended.
Figure (3) Abnormal I4e and V4e isopters evidencing constricted Goldman visual field OS.

Figure (4) Photopic 30 HZ Flicker ERG with decrease of the amplitude and delayed implicit time OS.

3. Discussion

Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a degenerative disease with progressive nature, often presenting in early years of life. While many patients rapidly suffer progression to legal blindness, others may have relatively good central vision for decades [7]. In this case report, we presented two cases of RP meeting all criteria of panuveitis and MCP, respectively [8]. Recently, 22 patients with retinitis pigmentosa reported to have anterior and intermediate uveitis only. To our knowledge these two cases described here are the first reports of the coexistence of RP and panuveitis. Posterior subcapsular cataract and vitreous cells are known associations of RP [9]; although association with anterior chamber inflammation, vasculitis, choroiditis and papillitis are quite rare. Panuveitis and vasculitis in the first case, failed various immunomodulatory treatments but responded to the intravenous infusion better than oral, this might be due to significant attenuation of retinal blood vessels. There are several reports have found significant inflammation in anterior chamber and vitreous cavity of
RP patients [10,11]. In the second case we suspected that the patient may had uveitis in the right eye, which led to the retinal degeneration. The retinal features of chronic panuveitis and atypical RP may mimic each other and can act as a masquerade. Clinicians must have a high index of suspicion of possible underlying RP in patients with persistent visual loss with bilateral ocular inflammation and minimal pigment changes [12]. We reported two cases of a rare association of RP with panuveitis. Additional examination and retinal function evaluation are important in clarifying the condition and excluding other diagnosis.

4. Conclusion
In patients with refractory panuveitis presenting with progressive decline in vision and visual field constriction, masquerade syndromes such as retinitis pigmentosa, must be excluded. However, in the event that uveitis masquerade is excluded, the possibility of co-existent RP and genuine uveitis must be considered, in which case immunomodulatory therapy may be used.
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